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Abstract
2017 saw a major shift in the threat landscape from cyber crime monetization tactics, such as ransomware and credit card theft, to a new breed
of malware called cryptominers, which take over a computer’s resources and use them for illicit cryptocurrency mining. Fast-forward to 2018
and the use of malicious cryptominers has surged as cyber criminals rush to exploit a new cryptocurrency, based on the concepts behind Bitcoin,
called “Monero.” Several successful multi-million dollar heists tied to this open source, peer-to-peer cryptocurrency were reported in the first
few months of 2018 alone.
The ability to easily convert electricity and access to computer hardware into money is something new in the world of cyber crime. As it
significantly lowers the bar to entry for less-skilled attackers, criminal activity has skyrocketed. In stark contrast to ransomware, malicious
cryptominers can run silently in the background, without any user interaction, indefinitely.
This has incentivized sophisticated attackers to hone their methods, making their malware as silent and low-impact as possible, so as to maximize
the duration of their mining operations on compromised systems for maximum profit. This confluence of factors creates a new and formidable
set of challenges for organizations and security vendors alike.
This paper provides an in-depth look at current cryptominer trends and the technology behind Monero. Additionally, it explores the projected
attack methods that threat actors are likely to adopt, as well as tactics and best practices that security teams can utilize to keep themselves on
the right side of this emerging cat-and-mouse game.
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Introduction
Monero (XMR) is an open source, peer-to-peer cryptocurrency with an emphasis on anonymity and decentralization. Also known as a “privacy
coin,” Monero emerged in April 2014, following in the footsteps of Bitcoin and aiming to improve upon its technology.
It uses a blockchain system, secured by a proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm, which relies on computational power (aka “mining”) to validate new
transactions and propagate them throughout its network. The demand for computational power to sustain the Monero blockchain exploded in 2017
and began to attract attention from a group of individuals who have access to some of the greatest computing power in the world: malware writers.
Millions of computers both at home and in organizations, infected with malware and unwitting botnet members, suddenly offered the
opportunity of a lifetime to criminals who could use them to mine XMR. Malware monetization techniques such as ransomware began to fall to
the wayside, and executable programs became silent vampires, siphoning electricity and converting it into cash for hackers all over the world. At
the time of this writing, the Monero market value is approximately $3 billion.
This paper aims to provide insight into why Monero is game changing in this new paradigm, and why it remains the cryptocurrency of choice for
hackers. It examines how malicious Monero mining works in practice, and some of the trends surrounding cryptomining we are likely to see—
from both an offensive and defensive perspective—in the security space going forward.

CryptoNight
The Incentive
While the anonymity of Monero (and the fungibility it presents) is a valuable feature to malware authors, it is not the primary attraction.
Monero’s adoption and popularity has surged amongst malicious cryptominers because of the algorithm—CryptoNight—that’s used to
implement its PoW blockchain system.
CryptoNight has specific qualities that make it perfect for malicious cryptomining. As a result, a wave of innovative new Monero mining botnet
malware has surfaced, resulting in anonymous profits of hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars in the past year alone. Notably, one of the
latest commercial botnet malware families netted approximately $7 million in just six months.
With the advent of multi-factor authentication, more sophisticated security software and law enforcement tactics (including advanced
blockchain analytics that effectively de-anonymized Bitcoin), and the widespread adoption of security chips on credit cards (eliminating the
traditional botnet monetization tactic of cloning stolen credit cards), it seemed that the commercial botnet economy would steadily decline,
despite the rise of ransomware in 2016 to 2017. Monero and currencies like it have breathed new life into a declining underground, minimizing
risk for attackers while offering astronomical monetary gains to even amateur cyber criminals.
A recent Fortinet article cited an interesting statistic: “According to a Coinhive FAQ, they (the malware writers) chose Monero (XMR) because
the algorithm used to compute the hashes is heavy, but better suitable to CPU limits, especially when compared to other cryptocurrencies
where using GPUs (graphical processing units) would make a big huge difference. They mentioned that the benefit of using a GPU for Monero is
about 2x, where it’s 10,000x for BitCoin/Ethereum.”
This in conjunction with the anonymity and tremendous potential profits involved in illegal Monero mining, is it any wonder malware authors are
flocking to it in droves and abandoning old methods of botnet monetization, such as ransomware, spam and credit card theft?
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According to Symantec’s 2018 annual threat report, “The growth in
coin mining in the final months of 2017 was immense. Overall coinmining activity increased by 34,000 percent over the course of the
year, while file-based detections of coinminers on endpoint machines
increased by 8,500 percent. There were more than 8 million coinmining events blocked by Symantec in December 2017 alone.”
Figure 1 illustrates this based on statistics collected by Symantec.
Furthermore, “Coinminers made up 24 percent of all web attacks
blocked in December 2017, and 16 percent of web attacks blocked
in the last three months of 2017.” This is a good illustration of the
shifting trend toward cryptomining as the monetization technique of
choice for malware writers.

Diluting Satoshi’s Vision
In the CryptoNote whitepaper, the CryptoNight PoW algorithm is
described as having a primary goal “to close the gap between CPU
(majority) and GPU/FPGA/ASIC (minority) miners.” It goes on to
say, “It is appropriate that some users can have a certain advantage
over others, but their investments should grow at least linearly with
the power. More generally, producing special-purpose devices has to
be as less profitable as possible.”

Figure 1. Mining detections have increased exponentially
throughout 2017 according to statistics from Symantec.

The reason for this is to stay true to the initial concept behind Satoshi Nakamoto’s (the original author of the Bitcoin technology) Bitcoin
whitepaper that proposed a concept of “one CPU, one vote” when finding P2P consensus for its blockchain. In the early days of Bitcoin,
PoW (using SHA-256) was achieved in a highly decentralized fashion amongst the Bitcoin community by running full Bitcoin nodes on their
personal computers using CPU mining for transaction block validation (i.e., mining). However, with the advent of GPU mining through CUDA
and OpenCL, this old decentralized network structure was replaced with highly centralized clusters of high-power graphics cards, eventually
culminating in the advent of ASIC miners designed specifically to calculate SHA-256 hashes using GPUs.

Leveling the Playing Field
The authors of Monero intended to utilize CryptoNight to seize back network control from centralized mining operations. By intentionally taking
the emphasis away from sheer computing power (where GPU and ASIC dominance were inevitable), they placed it instead on other factors that
would disadvantage GPUs and once again make CPU mining feasible. They achieved this by using a memory-hard algorithm that forced memory
latency into the forefront as a bottleneck for high-intensity computational power.
Specifically, they achieved this by elaborating on a concept put forth by the first Bitcoin fork (called Litecoin) in its PoW algorithm (Scrypt),
wherein a block of pre-initialized, pseudo-random scratchpad memory is required to compute hashes. The concept was first introduced by
Martin Adabi, who stated such functions were those “whose computation time is dominated by the time spent accessing memory.” More
specifically, what is happening is that a large block of pseudo-random data is allocated in memory, and the values it contains (which are accessed
in an intentionally unpredictable way by the algorithm) are required to produce the hashed output.
The end result of such algorithms is a leveling of the playing field between GPU and CPU units. According to the CryptoNote whitepaper,
“GPUs may run hundreds of concurrent instances, but they are limited in other ways: GDDR5 memory is slower than the CPU L3 cache and
remarkable for its bandwidth, not random access speed.” In this way, Satoshi’s vision of “one CPU, one vote” is once again revitalized and the
average home computer once again has a part to play in the P2P consensus network for the blockchain.
Despite the high emphasis on anti-ASIC mechanisms within the PoW algorithm itself, some ASIC manufacturers have managed to create
devices that give substantial advantages to their owners over the average CPU. As of April 6, 2018, the core developer team behind Monero
upgraded the PoW algorithm to CryptoNightV7 in response to the revelation that an ASIC manufacturer named Bitmain had created a
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CryptoNight ASIC called Antminer X3 and was selling it on the open market. As a result of this PoW update, the Monero network hashrate (the
combined power of all miners on the Monero network) dropped nearly 80 percent, indicating that Bitmain had been using the Antminer X3 to
mine Monero in secret leading up to its announcement of the sale to the general public. This is illustrated by Figure 2, which shows the sharp
decline in XMR network hashrate as of the anti-ASIC upgrade.

Figure 2
This incident clearly illustrates that in addition to thwarting ASICs through memory latency hard PoW algorithms, it is essential that a
cryptocurrency continuously update its PoW algorithm so as to render ASICs periodically obsolete. The team behind Monero is currently one of
the only teams in the cryptocurrency space that takes their anti-ASIC commitment seriously, and while it does preserve Satoshi’s vision of “one
CPU, one vote,” it also preserves Monero as an ideal target for malicious cryptominers.

Economics of the ASIC Farm Versus the Botnet
On the surface, the rewards of running a Monero mining botnet seem quite low. With a mid-range consumer Intel® Core™ i5-6300U CPU
@ 2.40GHz generating about 30h/s (thirty CryptoNight hashes per second) at an average price of $210/XMR since early 2018, the average
payout would be $8.40/year for solo mining, according to this Monero mining calculator.
This average is calculated based on the reality of how cryptocurrency mining actually works, wherein a miner receives absolutely no
compensation unless they are the lucky one to solve the PoW algorithm (awarding them approximately 4.95 XMR on average since early 2018,
worth $1,039.50 at $210/XMR). At a rate of 30h/s, the average CPU miner has a statistical likelihood of solving a single block only once every
125.26 years. Figure 3 illustrates this through a public solo mining calculator available on monero.how.
It’s important to keep in mind that this average does not take into account electricity costs, which are considerable in a legitimate commercial
mining operation to such an extent that mining is often unprofitable without a source of low-cost electricity. This is why so many ASIC
cryptomining operations have relocated to countries such as Iceland.
The reality of the profitability of Monero botnets is actually quite different due
to the phenomenon of pool mining. Monero, like many other cryptocurrencies,
has reached a stage in its development where solo mining is no longer practical
due to the astronomically low odds of ever actually solving a block and being paid
a reward. For this reason, thousands of individuals typically pool their resources
together (all using their hardware to guess the correct PoW answer) on the same
transaction block in order to have a fighting chance of actually solving a block
and getting paid. Once the mining reward (in this case, approximately 4.95
XMR) is given, it is split between all of the different individuals who contributed
to the PoW based on the amount of computational power they each provided.
Figure 3
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This provides consistent and reliable profits rather than one-off jackpots, and allows even the average home computer to generate a small and
consistent revenue by contributing to a mining pool.
To demonstrate this, we mined on several of our own machines (which have above average CPU power), achieving a total hash rate of around
760h/s. The following dashboard from the pool mining website HashVault is helpful in illustrating the profit model (See Figure 4 ).

Figure 4
With an average payout of approximately $0.54 worth of XMR per day, there would be an average payout of $.00071 per H/s per day. With
this data in mind, consider an example of a small botnet owner with control over 50,000 machines who CPU-mined Monero at an average
rate of 30h/s. This would equate to an average hash rate of 1,500,000 h/s, which, on a daily basis, would translate to an average of $1,065 per
day, or $31,950 per month. On the other side of the spectrum, major commercial botnets comprise hundreds of thousands or even millions of
machines, and maximize profits by employing techniques to substantially increase hashrates by optimizing memory access via large page virtual
memory in Windows and other methods. Figure 5 illustrates the process of malicious Monero mining from an attacker’s perspective.

Figure 5
These huge returns on investment are consistent with the Adylkuzz worm, which was able to net hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of Monero
(millions at the current Monero price) in a matter of months by targeting Windows servers vulnerable to the EternalBlue exploit with above average
CPUs. A prior analysis of this worm was able to query payout statistics from one of the mining pools it was using. See Figure 6 for details.
www.cyberark.com
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Figure 6
With a payout of about 50 XMR per day, this single payout address (and there were many others according to the analysis) was netting about
$1,350 per day at a price of about $27/XMR at the time. At today’s prices, this would translate to a payout of $10,500 per day, with a total
payout of over $100,000 to this payout address alone.
The trend started by Adylkuzz continued more recently with Monero miner worms spreading through EternalBlue such as Smominru, which
makes an estimated average of $8,400 per week at current Monero prices/mining difficulty level (which has increased substantially since the
original Adylkuzz outbreak).

Darknet Adoption
There is evidence to suggest that we’ve only seen the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the adoption of Monero—both as a standard currency
of the dark web and preferred botnet monetization technique. During our research, we came across an interesting darknet market investigation
wherein researchers found that while Monero is rapidly becoming the cryptocurrency of choice in the English underground economies (it is the
second most commonly used, at 15 percent adoption), it still remains highly overlooked in the Eastern European markets (at only three percent).
See Figure 7 for a detailed illustration of this adoption.
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2.

Monero remains the only “true” privacy coin (through the use
of stealth addresses and ring signatures) in that anonymous
transactions are enabled by default (as opposed to DASH
and ZCash, which are public by default), which substantially
contributes to anonymity through almost total opaqueness of its
blockchain.

During our research, we explored the illicit darknet website Wall
St Market, known for selling everything from malware to stolen
identities to illegal drugs. Sure enough, the picture painted by the
aforementioned research was spot on. Right on the front page, along
with their top vendors, Monero and Bitcoin are listed as the accepted
currencies (See Figure 8). This is what we would expect on an English
speaking darknet market.

Figure 7
This information paints an interesting picture, due to the fact that
it is the Eastern European dark web, which is known to historically
operate the largest and most advanced commercial botnets, run
as professional businesses by organized crime syndicates. The low
adoption of Monero in Eastern Europe is surprising, but speaks more
to a lack of interest in privacy or lack of awareness of XMR rather
than a conscious decision to neglect it for several reasons:
1.

Figure 8
Browsing through the malware products for sale, we quickly noticed
a trend toward cryptominers. One of the very first popular products
is a stealth Monero miner for use in botnets (See Figure 9).

The number one cryptocurrency in the Eastern European
darknet markets is Litecoin. Litecoin is not a privacy coin and
was likely adopted out of simple convenience as an alternative
to Bitcoin (as it boasts significantly faster transaction times
and fees) rather than a consciously chosen cryptocurrency with
an emphasis on privacy to shield the buyer and seller from law
enforcement.
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Figure 9
Another interesting thing to note in the screenshot above is that the Monero miner malware is listed right alongside a banking Trojan and ATM
malware, which are two of the classic historical malware monetization techniques.

Figure 10
The vendor (fittingly) only accepts payments for his Monero mining malware in Monero (See Figure 11).

Figure 11
As Monero becomes well known in the dark web markets as the ideal privacy coin, its adoption may rapidly increase, and its prized ability to
monetize botnet operations may play a major contributing role in this.
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Anatomy of the XMRig Miner
Overview
There is a wide variety of open source cryptocurrency miner applications emerging from the open source community. A botnet operator has a
very different set of concerns for his/her mining operation than a legitimate mining operation does. These concerns are:
1.

Maximizing mining revenue with a very low average quality of hardware.

2.

Focusing on CPU mining since this will provide a much more consistent output, as opposed to relying on graphics cards attached to
compromised systems.

3.

Evading detection by leaving a minimal footprint, both to security software and to the user (who may suspect an issue if their system
performance is considerably degraded).

4.

Simplicity and as much native implementation as possible in the design of the miner itself. This is a key concern because it is not uncommon
for mining applications to have a very large (by malware standards) number of components. This bloats the miner and makes it easier to
detect and cumbersome to compile from scratch due to the sheer number of third-party dependencies.

These factors coalesce into a unique problem, to which the solution at the time of this writing appears to be optimized Monero CPU mining. The
best example of this is XMRig.

XMRig is an open source Monero CPU miner published under a GNU General Public License (GPL) with support for Windows, which in
and of itself is not malicious. It is largely written in C++ with some native Windows-specific components, and uses only two external library
dependencies (libuv and libmicrohttpd). This miner has become increasingly popular among malware writers for the reasons outlined above. It is
easy to compile, small, can function with a single executable and has Windows-specific performance optimizations.
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Source Code Structure
Overview/Scope
The XMRig source code can be found on GitHub. Visual Studio solution files are generated using CMake, and this solution comes with four
different build configurations:
1.

Debug

2.

Release

3.

MinSizeRel

4.

RelWithDebInfo

As of version 2.4.5, the release builds (Release and MinSizeRel) produce 64-bit executables of sizes 590KB and 560KB, respectively. Both
come embedded with an icon, which when removed reduces the size of each by about 15KB. Compared to other miners with CryptoNight
support, such as CPUMiner-multi at 1.93MB or CCMiner at 17MB, this is a very desirable size.
Note that the scope of this source code analysis does not include the following optional XMRig features:
1.

The HTTP functionality (in this analysis we focus on XMRig usage through HashVault over TCP on port 5555 rather than HTTP).

2.

The double hash/CryptoNightLite functionality. We focus on the plain CryptoNight logic.

3.

Multiple pool functionality. We focus on the single pool logic.

4.

Donation functionality. Aspects of the donation code are not discussed.

The diagram below provides a full map of the functionality of XMRig and the relationship between its major classes and components. This
functionality will be explained throughout this source code analysis. Figure 12 below illustrates the anatomy of the XMRig miner from a
programming and conceptual perspective.

Figure 12
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By examining the source code within the solution, we can piece together a general picture of the initialization procedure XMRig follows before
beginning its primary mining loop.
The command line usage of XMRig is documented on GitHub (shown in Figure 13 below).

Figure 13
In xmrig.cpp, we can see the main entry point of the program (see Figure 14), which is calling a constructor to initialize its main App class using
the command line arguments it was given when executed and then calling the App.exec method. This tells us that the App class is where the bulk
of the user setting preferences and mining loop logic are stored.

Figure 14

The App Class
The App class is the main entry point logic of XMRig. It is responsible for parsing user configuration settings, initializing the classes responsible
for handling the behavior of the console, handling user commands, managing the interactions between the miner client and the pool, and
managing the mining threads themselves. The App class also contains the primary mining loop logic that forms the base of XMRig functionality.
The App.h header provides a prototype for the App class (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15
The class is pretty straightforward. It contains its own instances of several classes:

•
•
•
•
•

Options (which stores configuration settings).
Console (which handles console I/O including runtime user key commands through the third-party libuv dependency).
Httpd (which manages the connection between the miner and the pool).
Network (which contains the client code to send/receive JSON data from the pool and parse/handle it).
The libuv signals (which manages ticks/timing for the mining loop logic).

It also contains a few simple methods to handle high-level application logic:

•

The Constructor class to initialize the aforementioned classes based on the user-supplied configuration settings (which are stored in the
Options class).

•
•
•
•

Exec(), which contains the primary mining loop logic.
onSignal() to interface with the libuv signals.
onConsoleCommand() to handle runtime console commands from the user (such as ‘p’ to pause, ‘h’ for hashrate, ‘r’ for resume).
background() to hide the console window (via the ShowWindow API) and run silently in the background based on the user-supplied
“--background” option.
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In App.c, the constructor for the App class is simplistic and easy to understand.

This constructor is initializing the App class into being the base of the user setting configuration and mining loop logic. Here is an overview of
what this routine is doing:
1.

Line 67 – Initializing the CPU class. This is a third-party dependency called cpuid, which provides a low-level and OS-independent CPU
information enumeration interface. In the context of XMRig, its useful functionality is:
a. To enumerate manufacturer details.
b. To identify the cryptographic algorithms the CPU supports.
c. To identify the optimal number of worker threads to utilize while mining.
d. T o identify the unique properties of the CPU (cache, special features) in order to give a unique optimization to the CPU mining
routine on the local machine.

2.

Line 68 – Parsing the user-supplied command-line arguments and configuring the Options class accordingly.
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3.

Line 73 – Initializing the logging capabilities (if applicable) of the program based on user input.

4.

Line 90 – Initializing the miner user agent, which will be a string consisting of the Windows OS, XMRig, libuv and compiler versions.

5.

Line 91 – Setting the appropriate process priority using the SetPriorityClass API. This determines how aggressive/noisy the miner will be in
relation to legitimate applications run by the user. For example, by using the IDLE_PRIORITY_CLASS flag with SetPriorityClass, the miner
process can be designated to only execute in idle CPU cycles (when no other application needs them).

6.

Line 93– Initializing the Network class based on the user-supplied settings stored in the Options class. This class contains the client code to
interact with the mining pool.

7.

Line 95 - 97 – Initializing the libuv signals which will be used to handle generic exit events from the console.

Now that we understand the contents/initialization of the App class, we can look at the App.exec() class, which contains the main miner loop
logic for XMRig (see Figure 16 below).

Figure 16
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There are a couple of interesting things happening in this function worth examining a bit closer. First, a summary of what this function is doing:
1.

Lines 119-121 – Starting the libuv signals and connecting them with a callback handler (App::onSignal). As demonstrated by the libuv
documentation for signal events, the three events being handled (SIGHUP, SIGINIT, SIGTERM) are simply signaling the termination of the
console window via Ctrl+C, closing the window, or Ctrl+break. Therefore, App::onSignal is simply a cleanup handler.

2.

Line 123 – Hiding the primary console window via the ShowWindow API based on the “--background” argument.

3.

Line 125 – Initializing the CryptoNight algorithm. This is the primary PoW algorithm utilized by Monero and the most essential component
of this miner application.

4.

Line 130 – Allocating the virtual memory, which will be used as the scratchpad space for the miner threads while utilizing CryptoNight.

5.

Line 131 – Printing the primary XMRig usage info to the console window. This corresponds to the output we see when we initially start up
the miner (see Figure 18 below).

Figure 18
6.

Line 149 – Starting the worker threads responsible for doing the actual mining and passing their results to the client.

7.

Line 151 – Connecting the client (within the Network class) to the pool. Note that is not necessarily related to the Httpd functionality
started on lines 145-146 (and the potential relationship won’t be analyzed here).

8.

Line 153 – Starting the libuv tick loops which were linked to the App::onSignal method on lines 119-121.

Large-Page Virtual Memory
A unique facet of Monero mining is the intentional emphasis on memory latency as a mechanism to thwart ASIC miners. Large-page support
is a feature of the Windows VirtualAlloc function, which according to MSDN, works as follows: “Each large-page translation uses a single
translation buffer inside the CPU. The size of this buffer is typically three orders of magnitude larger than the native page size; this increases the
efficiency of the translation buffer, which can increase performance for frequently accessed memory.” The result of this is that by locking its
virtual (“scratchpad”) memory in place, a Monero miner can significantly optimize the speed of its CryptoNight implementation (on average as
much as 20 percent) due to the high emphasis on memory latency speeds in this algorithm.
An obstacle to the implementation of this is that the privilege needed to lock virtual memory in this way requires a special user account privilege
that is not enabled by default (and requires administrative privileges, UAC elevation and a reboot to achieve). A manual description of its
modification can be found here.
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XMRig solves this problem in an automated way by utilizing the native Windows API. Within Mem_win.cpp we can see the attempted allocation
of the virtual memory for CryptoNight using this special flag (the MEM_LARGE_PAGES flag). See the highlighted portions of Figure 19 below.

Figure 19
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The key details highlighted in the code in Figure 19 are the use of the MEM_LARGE_PAGES flag passed to VirtualAlloc on line 167, and the call
to TrySetLockPrivilege on line 163, the underlying source code for which is as follows in Figure 20:

What this code is doing is opening a handle to the current miner process token, and then using this token to extract the username info (in the
form of a TOKEN_USER struct, which contains the user SID, among other details) for which to enhance privileges. With the user info, the
function then utilizes the LsaOpenPolicy (which will require UAC elevation) and LsaAddAccountRights Windows API functions to add the
SE_LOCK_MEMORY_NAME privilege to this user. The current user will then be able to successfully call VirtualAlloc with the MEM_LARGE_
PAGES flag after a reboot.

Workers
The core functionality of XMRig lies within its worker threads, which are responsible for accepting input in the form of data from the mining pool
(a data blob and target value), and output in the form of CryptoNight hashes and nonces (to be sent back to the mining pool). The rest of the
XMRig code is simply encompassing these worker threads and allowing them to interact with the user and mining pool.
The worker code in XMRig is divided into the Workers class prototyped in Workers.h and the SingleWorker class in SingleWorker.cpp (which
inherits from the generic Worker class). The Workers class contains high-level information describing the overall status of all of the worker
threads in the application (each of which has its own SingleWorker class). The worker threads are initialized through the Workers class in the
Workers::start method (see Figure 20 on next page).
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Figure 20
Threads (the number of which is supplied through user input or
lack thereof) are created and the handles of each are stored in
the Workers class. Each thread is initially launched through the
Workers::onReady method (as illustrated by the highlighted portion
of Figure 21 below).

Figure 22
The start method for each SingleWorker class thread contains
the central mining logic loop of the entire XMRig application. The
SingleWorker::start method consists of two loops, one within the
other (see Figure 23 below. The key aspects of the mining loop logic
have been highlighted).

Figure 21
The most interesting part of this function is the setWorker method
of the handle class called out on line 161. This is where each thread is
assigned its own SingleWorker class to store its own individual mining
state. See Figure 22 for a prototype of the SingleWorker class.

Figure 23
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The first layer of the loop is essentially just grabbing new job data from the miner pool via the consumeJob function. This function is a method
within the local SingleWorker class (see Figure 24 below).

Figure 24
This function is key to understanding the way in which XMRig is able to take JSON data from the miner pool and distribute it to workers for
processing. The essential logic behind this function is as follows:
1.

Line 91 – Obtains a copy of the most recent Job object from the Workers class. The Job object (an instance of the Job class in Job.cpp) will
ultimately contain the data to be hashed, the thread assigned to process it, and other details. The job method in the Workers class obtains a
copy of the most recent Job object synchronized via mutex.

2.

Line 92 – Retrieves the sequence value from the central Workers class.

The sequence value (Workers::m_sequence) is an atomically synchronized 64-bit integer that stores the number of jobs processed since
XMRig was started. Its primary use is within the Workers::isOutdated method, which is used within the secondary SingleWorker::start loop
in order to compare the local m_sequence value within each Worker class (corresponding to each worker thread) with the central m_
sequence value in the Workers class in order to determine whether or not the current worker thread is up to date with the most recent job
from the mining pool. If it is not up to date, the worker thread will update its sequence count and begin attempting to solve the data blob
provided within the most recent job.
3.

Lines 93-95 – Checks the job object obtained from the central Workers class against the local job object stored in each Worker class to
eliminate duplicate jobs.
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4.

Line 97 – Saves the current job object to the m_pause object to be used for restoration after pausing/unpausing.

5.

Lines 103-112 – Resets the current job object for the current worker thread to the newly obtained job object and initializes a pseudorandom nonce to be used for solving the CryptoNight PoW on the job data blob. This nonce initialization is done using the worker thread ID
(stored in m_id in the Worker class constructor) and thread count. Neither are strong random values, but they will still be unique for each
thread, which is enough from the perspective of the miner since it doesn’t want each worker thread to be duplicating one another’s efforts
when nonces happen to collide.

Once the job has been consumed into the current worker thread by the consumeJob method, the second layer loop within SingleWorker::start
begins attempting to solve the PoW for the current job data blob. Each iteration of the loop, it increments the job nonce, attempting to find
a valid PoW hash for the job data. The validity of a given nonce is determined within the CryptoNight::hash method using the target value
provided by the mining pool. An in-depth explanation of the logic behind CryptoNight::hash can be found here.
If a valid nonce is found, Workers::submit is used to push the completed job object (which will now contain the nonce which solved the PoW)
onto a global queue (synchronized via mutex) in the Workers class. This queue is routinely checked by the network client in order to submit PoW
results to the mining pool (see Figure 25 below).

Figure 25

Network Client
The Network class, as its name would imply, is used to negotiate the network I/O between XMRig and the user-supplied mining pool. Its purpose
could best be described as:
1.

Acting as an interface between the console UI and the mining pool Client class. The Network class provides all the standard console output
for XMRig, such as displaying when a new job is received from the pool, when a PoW share is accepted by the pool, and when a share is
rejected by the pool.

2.

Initializing the Client class, encompassed within the “Strategy” class (in this case SinglePoolStrategy), which is also initialized within the
Network class.

3.

Initiating the connection to the mining pool based on user-supplied input options.

4.

Passing new job data to the global Workers class (to be synchronously stored in Workers::m_job and grabbed by worker threads as their
sequence numbers become outdated).
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To initialize the Client class, the Network class begins by creating a new SinglePoolStrategy class, which constructs and stores a new Client class
within its own internal m_client variable. Figure 26 below shows the constructor class for the SinglePoolStrategy class.

Figure 26
The Network class provides a path to initiate a connection to the mining pool through its connect method, which as previously described in the
analysis of the App class is called through App::exec.

The Strategy class has its own connect method.
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Which, in turn, finally calls the Client::connect method.

The Client::resolve method uses libuv to set Client::onResolved as a callback for when the mining pool address is successfully resolved from its
host name (see Figure 27 below).

Figure 27
The Client::onResolved method uses the IP address resolved from the mining pool host name to call a second Client::connect overload, which
in turn, makes the actual connection to the mining pool (in our case, pool.monero.hashvault.pro on port 5555) and sets Client::onConnect as a
callback for when this connection is finished. The Client::onConnect method then initializes the network stream to receive incoming data, sets
a callback handler to Client::onRead that will be called whenever new data is received from the mining pool, and finally, begins the mining pool
protocol handshake by sending a login request through JSON (see Figure 28 below).

Figure 28
During our analysis of XMRig, we modified its source to output all incoming/outbound data to/from the mining pool to the console (through the
Client::send and Client::onRead methods) to better visualize the mining pool protocol traffic (see Figure 29 below).
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Figure 29
By examining the source of the Client::login method, we can see the code responsible for generating the JSON data for the login request from XMRig.
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Note how the JSON document being generated ultimately corresponds to the first sent network traffic in the screenshot above (it is the only
JSON protocol traffic that contains the “login,” “pass” and “agent” fields, as well as a “method” value of “login”).
The last bit of interesting code in the Client class is within Client::parseNotification (called as a result of Client::onRead when raw data is
received from the pool). This method will ultimately call SinglePoolStrategy::onJobReceived (if the JSON “method” is “ job”), which connects
the XMRig logic round-circle back to the previously discussed Workers class by passing a (newly generated) Job class object to Workers::setJob
method. As previously discussed, Workers::setJob makes a new Job object available to the worker/miner threads via a (mutex synchronized)
global variable called m_job, signaling worker threads to consume this Job data by incrementing its sequence count.

CryptoNight
As discussed in a prior section, the core mining logic of XMRig is encompassed within a double layered loop in the SingleWorker::start method in
SingleWorker.cpp. After initializing a pseudo-random nonce based on the worker thread ID and total thread count, this nonce is incremented in an
endless loop (attempting to produce a valid PoW hash from the CryptoNight::hash method) until the current job becomes outdated (as indicated
by the sequence number in the Workers class). See the highlighted portion of the SingleWorker::start class highlighted in Figure 30 below.

Figure 30
While diving into the mechanics of the CryptoNight::hash method, it is important to consider:
1.

The expected output of this function should be a yes/no status indicating whether or not the CryptoNight hash generated from the data
blob in the Job object and our nonce produce a valid Monero PoW (determined by whether or not the hash is less than the target integer
provided to us from the mining pool).
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2.

The data being hashed (the 96 byte data blob in the Job class declaration in Job.h) is the Monero block header (the final 32 bits of which
are the nonce) plus the merkel root of all the TX which will be in the block plus the number of these TX. A good reference on the contents
of the blob Monero mining pools distributed can be found here. In the Monero source code, the declaration of this block header concisely
illuminates what the 76 bytes represent. Keep in mind that the final four bytes of this header (the nonce) do not need to be included in the
data being sent to us by the mining pool since this is a value that we randomly generate and append on our own. Furthermore, the true size
of the data being sent to us in the JSON object is actually half of what it appears to be (since it is sent in ASCII, where each hex byte has
to be encoded as two characters). Ultimately, the data blob will consist of 75 fixed bytes plus nine variable bytes (for a maximum of 84)
rounded to an alignment of 96. Figure 31 below shows the prototype of the block header structure.

Figure 31
The CryptoNight::hash method is simply a wrapper function that selects the “correct” hashing function based upon the algorithm the miner is
using (in our case, we are examining the standard CryptoNight AV1 AES algorithm). The specific hashing function for our specific algorithm was
selected back when CryptoNight::init was called.

The hashing function pointer is stored in cryptonight_hash_ctx in CryptoNight::init in CryptoNight.cpp. It is selected by using the algorithm ID
as an index into an array of hashing function pointers.

Figure 32
In our particular case, the function selected is cryptonight_av1_aesni (see the highlighted portion of Figure 32 above). This function will
ultimately take us to the cryptonight_single_hash function in CryptoNight_x86.h, where the deep levels of technical implementation for
CryptoNight are stored. The cryptonight_single_hash function does not directly return any value. Instead it stores its result within a 32 byte
(256) output buffer meant to hold the resulting CryptoNight hash.

From CryptoNight::hash, this output buffer is passed as a pointer to the result buffer field in the specified JobResult class object as shown in
Figure 33 on the next page.
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Figure 33
The JobResult class is simply a wrapper around a small block of 32 bytes (256 bits) of data in the form of a character array that allows this data
to be manipulated and queried. These 256 bits of data represent the CryptoNight hash output for the data blob we passed in the Job object. The
true/false return statement on line 130 (which will indicate to SingleWorker::start whether or not a valid nonce has been found to submit back to
the mining pool) represents a characteristic of Monero pool mining distinctly different from solo mining.
In Monero pool mining, a CryptoNight hash is considered a valid PoW for a block if it is “less than” a pre-defined “target” integer. In the XMRig
implementation, we can see this logic at work on line 130 where the “.result” field (32 bytes of data representing the outputted hash) of the
“result” class (a JobResult class object) is conditionally tested to be less than a “target” integer provided by the Job::target method (which, in
turn, is simply returning the unsigned m_target integer value that was initialized in Job::setTarget, a method called using the “target” field of an
incoming JSON document from the mining pool in Client.cpp). Figure 34 below shows this target value being parsed in string format from the
received JSON data and passed to the setTarget method (further illustrated in Figure 35).

Figure 34
The Job::setTarget method takes the ASCII encoded hex data within the “target” field of an incoming JSON job document from the mining pool
(which can be either a 32- or 64-bit value, in the case of HashVault it is 32-bit) and converts it first to a raw byte array, and then to an unsigned
64-bit integer (later retrievable through the Job::target method).
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Figure 35
It’s important to note that the target value is determined by the pool itself, not the blockchain. While the pool miner may be solving a genuine
block, he/she does not need to solve the block in such a way that would add it to the blockchain in order to receive a payout from the mining
pool. Instead, the mining pool’s payouts are based on the amount of computing power the miner contributes to solving each block. This method
works under the assumption that eventually one of the pool miners will get lucky and submit a hash that satisfies the (much more difficult)
criteria required to solve a block, which the pool can then add to the blockchain.
While the full implementation details of the CryptoNight algorithm are much too complex to describe here, a good resource on the topic can be
found here.
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XMRig Takeaways
XMRig is a well-written and modular cryptocurrency miner. It has a low dependence on external libraries and is easily constructed even by novice
programmers. It is an ideal candidate for a malicious cryptocurrency miner because of its small size, fast speed, ease of use and Windows support.

XMRig works by initiating a connection to a mining pool, then receiving jobs in the form of data blobs (representing potential Monero headers) and
target values (to determine the success of a PoW using CryptoNight). These jobs are then placed in an intermediary global class called Workers,
where they are consumed by a variable number of worker threads (synchronized via sequence number), all working to calculate a hash that has a lower
value than the target value by repeatedly incrementing a 32-bit nonce value. When a miner thread succeeds in calculating a valid PoW, it sends its
resulting hash and nonce value back to the mining pool where it will be accepted and result in a credit to the user’s Monero wallet address.

Detection Vectors
While our analysis of the XMRig source code has provided insight into how a malicious cryptominer running on Windows would work in practice,
it admittedly provides very little in the way of detection vectors. The vast majority of the code is much too generic in nature to provide any
unique weaknesses to target with security software.
Instead, security software can be leveraged to pinpoint unique or abnormal behavioral patterns, such as specific API call/ETW event sequences
to indicate the presence of malware. A classic example would be the use of process enumeration and then injection into a web browser process
for a banking trojan, or a widespread file enumeration in conjunction with file I/O and cryptographic API usage for ransomware.
For the emerging genre of cryptominers, much fewer useful indicators exist, and for those that do, the risk of false positives could prove a
formidable obstacle. The design approach taken in XMRig could vary to a very high degree between cryptominers, however, there are a few small
points of interest we should examine for potential detection of this new malware genre.
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Huge Page Allocation
One of the highly unique characteristics of Monero mining is its use of the CryptoNight algorithm to enforce a computing power bottleneck
through memory latency (via its reliance on 2MB of scratchpad memory to calculate hashes). As discussed earlier, this bottleneck puts memory
access speed at the forefront with hash computation, and optimizations to memory access speed can increase miner output dramatically.
In Windows, the VirtualAlloc API provides a unique method of memory latency optimization through its MEM_LARGE_PAGES flag. This flag
could prove to be a highly useful indicator while hooking VirtualAlloc to detect the initialization of a Monero miner.
Additionally, the unique user account privileges required to utilize the MEM_LARGE_PAGES flag also provide a useful (albeit one-off) means
of detecting a Monero miner through API hooking/ETW event consumption. If the malware writer fails to obfuscate his/her miner properly, the
visibility of the Windows API calls needed to modify these privileges could provide an excellent indication of a Monero miner through the import
section in the PE image (unlike VirtualAlloc, which is far too commonly found in import sections to be used as an indicator here). Figure 36
below illustrates the contents of the import section in the XMRig PE file through a tool called CFF Explorer.

Figure 36
Note that the APIs in the import section of a compiled XMRig binary above correspond to the privilege modification code described earlier in
this paper (see Figure 37 on the next page).
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Figure 37

Mining Pool Network Traffic
While the outbound traffic produced by a malicious cryptominer would be an excellent indication of infection, there are two challenges to
consider: the ports are inconsistent between different mining pools, and some also have SSL encryption available to mask the underlying traffic.
Take, for example, a list of available Monero mining service/ports listed on the HashVault website (see Figure 38 below).

Figure 38
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If the malware author has failed to properly obscure their cryptominer traffic, either through the use of SSL and/or a proxy, these attributes
provide the simplest and most valuable indications of a cryptominer infection on both a local machine and network level. Since there is a small
and finite number of mining pools, connections to the IPs of these pools are a dead giveaway of an infection (DNS is less effective since the
malware author could register his/her own domains to point to the pool IPs in order to avoid directly resolving host names such as “pool.monero.
hashvault.pro”). If the destination IP and host name are obscured through the use of a proxy, traffic patterns between the pool and miner
(passing uniquely crafted JSON documents back and forth) could be another good indicator, albeit less practical and easily bypassed through
the use of SSL by an attacker.

CryptoNight Logic
While the lack of Windows API calls within the CryptoNight logic itself makes it invisible from the point of view of an API hook or ETW event
consumer, it provides a powerful/reliable method of detection for traditional byte pattern file scanners in security products such as antivirus.
The reason for this is that it utilizes highly specific code patterns, which are:

•

Essential for the miner to function. Without its own CryptoNight functionality, a Monero miner is not going to be able to achieve his/her
basic objectives.

•

Relatively immutable since without an advanced understanding of the cryptographic logic (a rare expertise), an attacker is not going to be
able to make major changes to the code without breaking it.

•

Attractive for copy/paste. The amount of effort required to create a new CryptoNight implementation from scratch far exceeds the reward
from an attacker’s perspective. The attackers who even bother to create custom miners (as opposed to those who just run a pre-compiled
miner EXE file with their own config) are very likely to copy files such as CryptoNight_x86.h from projects such as XMRig directly into
their own code base to save time.

In addition to depending on pre-written code in the form of the CryptoNight algorithm itself, CryptoNight has additional cryptographic
dependencies in the form of pre-written code from:

•
•
•
•
•

Blake256 (see c_blake256.c)
Groestl (see c_groestl.c)
JH (see c_jh.c)
Keccak (see c_keccak.c)
Skein (see c_skein.c)

These algorithms carry the same issues as CryptoNight from an attacker’s perspective: very high complexity (immutable without a background
in cryptography) and inundation with unique code patterns and data tables.

User-Facing Strings and Command Line
Another easy infection vector for cryptominers in general (and XMRig is no exception) is that there is a great abundance of human readable
strings, oftentimes unique ones, which can make strong byte pattern signatures on their own. Since all of these public miners were written with
user interaction in mind (rather than stealth from security products), there are large amounts of user interaction code in the form of strings
embedded in them, which require removal skills that an amateur attacker may not possess. The solution to this issue of unique strings from an
attacker’s point of view falls along the lines of his/her skill level.

•
•

For low-skill attackers, simply packing the miner binary so that it will not touch disk may be sufficient.

•

For advanced attackers, writing a miner from scratch with stealth in mind would yield the best solution.

For medium-skill level attackers, programmatically removing all human readable strings (or encrypting the ones that cannot be removed,
such as JSON strings) and user interaction code in the miner and then recompiling it may be enough.

As might be expected, an even simpler variation on this detection technique can be performed without scanning a file’s contents by simply watching
for suspicious command lines on active processes. Since these command line syntaxes aren’t going to change without directly modifying/recompiling
a miner, they can provide a reliable infection vector on their own. A cryptominer malware from October 2017 even went so far as to use this concept
as a generic detection technique to kill competing cryptominers on machines it compromised by scanning active process command lines for mining
pool domain strings (see Figure 39 on the next page for an illustration of this approach taken from an actual security product).
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Figure 39
A similar technique was also taken in a free cryptominer removal script written by Minerva Labs, which searches for strings such as “cryptonight”
and various mining pool URLs in active process command lines. This approach has become increasingly common. Notably, it was used in the
recent fileless GhostMiner malicious cryptominer.

CPU Usage
The heavy CPU usage, spawning of multiple threads and manipulation of thread/process CPU priority level via the SetPriorityClass and
SetThreadPriority APIs are all good indicators of a cryptominer, but are far too prone to false positives to be used on their own for detection. At best,
these types of behaviors could be combined with other detection criteria (such as recognizable command line strings) to increase detection accuracy.

Conclusion
Monero cryptominers will increasingly pose a unique challenge to security teams and products, as they do not follow historic malware principles.
Unlike any other genre of malware, cryptominers don’t need to “interact” with the OS by logging keystrokes, making process injections, taking
screenshots, encrypting files or raising flags through other noisy, high-impact behavior. Instead, they need only hash data quietly, in the background.
Another unique quality of this emerging malware genre is the polarization of detection complexity based on the skill level of the attacker. A
cryptominer used by an amateur attacker may be among the easiest types of malware to detect (even if it is unknown) since it is likely to use
pre-compiled miner executables and large amounts of recycled cryptographic code, while depending heavily on unmasked connections to
mining pools (for which a blacklist would be trivial to create). Additionally, this malware is more likely to be identified by the average user (with
ransomware being a notable exception) since it must drastically degrade system performance to achieve its purpose.
Conversely, when designed by an advanced attacker, cryptomining malware may prove to be one of the most difficult genres of malware to detect,
due to its minimal Windows API usage, low user interaction and input levels and small list of requirements needed to carry out its mission. All it takes
is a connection to a mining pool, the ability to automatically run when the system starts and the capacity to consume a large number of CPU cycles.
For this reason, we can expect cryptominers—and the anonymous Monero cryptocurrency it targets—to remain a ubiquitous feature of the
constantly evolving threat landscape for years to come.
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